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Puzzle

•  Why do many groups 
eschew female 
combatants despite 
resource demands?

•  What explains 
variation in the 
prevalence of female 
combatants across 
rebel groups?

YPG forces. Photo by Reuters/Rodi Said  



Existing Studies

•  Limitations of previous studies:
– Very few systematic studies
– Limited comparisons of positive-negative cases

•  Focus on small number of prominent cases
•  Sampling on dependent variable

– Few general theories/frameworks
– Many factors equally apply to both sexes



Analytical Framework

•  Recruitment results from interaction of:
–  Supply: Population willing to participate
–  Demand: Leadership’s to desire to recruit among     

              population

•  Female combatant prevalence increases 
when:
–  1) Leadership creates/expands opportunities
–  2) Substantial population willing to embrace these    

  opportunities



Ideology & Group Strategy

•  Influence a variety of strategic behaviors
–  Lethality and targets of attacks
–  Group organizational structures and institutions
–  Patterns of interactions with civilians
–  Recruitment strategies

•  Likely to influence attitude toward female 
combatants



Leftist Ideologies

•  Seek to fundamentally reshape of existing social 
hierarchies

•  Class oppression and women’s oppression linked
–  Women’s equality crucial to social revolution
–  Social revolution must consider the status of women

•  Central message of inclusivity, egalitarianism, and 
equality 

•  Impacts both supply and demand
–  Leadership creates space (consistent with rhetoric)
–  Women lobby for inclusion and equal status



Islamist Ideologies

•  Social/political order based on strict 
interpretations of Qur’an and Hadiths 
– Reassertion of traditional gender hierarchies
– Rigid gender-based divisions of labor 

•  Female combatants are inconsistent with 
worldview; impractical given enforced norms

•  Female supporters prefer to occupy socially-
religiously sanctioned roles



Islamist Ideologies

•  Relationship not deterministic.
•  Rebel leadership balances between religious 

values and strategic needs. 
•  Debate over women’s role jihad.

– Participation acceptable as self-defense 
– As communal/individual redemption

•  Dominant expectation that women support, 
care for male jihadis.



Hypotheses

•  (H1) The prevalence of female combatants 
within an organization is higher among 
groups that espouse Leftist ideologies. 

•  (H2) The prevalence of female combatants 
within an organization is lower among 
groups that espouse Islamist ideologies. 



Data
•  Global Female Combatant Dataset

–  Base sample: UCDP Dyadic Dataset
–  Information on Combatants and Participants

•  Coded from range of primary and secondary sources
–  Media stories
–  Academic sources
–  Policy reports (e.g., DDR reports)

– Determination on ~ 220 distinct actors
•  Roughly 70% of relevant groups in UCDP list
•  Very limited information on other 30% of groups



Data on Female Fighters
•  Female Combatants 

–  Draw on Viterna’s (2013) operationalization.
–  Participation in combat-related activities

•  Frontline combat missions
•  Terrorism and sabotage

–  Described as combatants/fighters in source material
–  Received weapons and/or combat training 
–  Exclude noncombatant members and supporters

•  Camp followers
•  Propagandists/fundraisers
•  Political Activists



Female Combatants

•  Measurement
– Estimated proportions/counts (where available)
– Qualitative assessment (in others)

•  Four-category Indicator
–  0) No evidence of Female Combatants
–  1) Low (Rare/infrequent; < 5% of force)
–  2) Moderate (Occasional; ~5 - 20% of force)
–  3) High (Common/frequent; > ~20% of force)



Distribution of Female Combatant Prevalence w/in Sample 



Global Prevalence of Female Combatants in Rebel Groups, 1979-2009 



Political Ideologies 

•  Leftist:
– Groups espousing Marxist-Leninist, Maoist, 

Socialist, Communist, etc. political platforms.
– Cross-checked with Global Terrorism Database

•  Islamist:
– Government system/structure based on Sharia 
– Theocratic Islamic State
–  Identified as Wahhabi and Salafi groups
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Figure 4: Marginal Effects of Political Ideology on Female Combatant Prevalence 

  
Left panel depicts the likelihood of observing a given level of Female Combatant Prevalence for rebel groups 
espousing a Leftist Ideology. Right panel depicts this probability for rebel groups espousing an Islamist Ideology.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Summary 

•  Few systematic analyses of women’s 
participation in rebellion

•  Project Introduces:
–  Framework for analysis 
–  Novel dataset on female combatants

•  Examine the role of ideology
–  Leftist (+) & Islamist (-)
–  Large substantive effect


